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Unit -1 (The 8086 Microprocessor) 

 PART – A  Question & Answer 

1. Given that (BX) = 0158 (DI) = 10A5 Displacement = 1B57 (DS) = 2100. Determine the effective 
address and physical address for the following addressing mode. (Apr-May 2019) 

a) Register Indirect  
b) Relative based indexed                                                                     

         a. Register Indirect 

  Offset address = 0158H 

                        Physical Address = (DS) *10H + (BX) = 2100 *10 +0158 = 21158H 

                        Offset address = 10A5H 

                        Physical Address = (DS) *10H + (DI) = 2100 *10 +10A5 = 220A5H 

         b. Relative based indexed 

                       Offset address = 0158 + 2100 = 2258H 

                        Physical Address = (DS) *10H + (BX + Displacement) = 2100 *10 +2258 

                                                                                                                 = 23258H 

                         Offset address = 10A5 + 2100 = 31A5H 

                        Physical Address = (DS) *10H + (DI + Displacement) = 2100 *10 +31A5  

                                                                                                                 = 241A5H 

2. What are macros? (Apr-May 2019, Nov-Dec 2018) 

 Macro accessed during assembly with name 
 Machine codes are generated for the instructions in the macro each time it is called 
 Parameters are passed as a part of statement which is called as macro. 

3. Draw the format of the flag register. (Apr-May 2019) 
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1.   CF     CARRY FLAG 

2.    PF     PARITY FLAG 

3.    AF     AUXILIARY CARRY              

4.    ZF     ZERO FLAG 

5.    SF     SIGN FLAG 

6.    OF     OVERFLOW FLAG 

7.    TF     TRAP FLAG 

8.    IF       INTERRUPT  FLAG                       

9.    DF     DIRECTION FLAG 

4. What is the need for interrupts in microprocessor operation? (Nov-Dec 2018) 

          Interrupt is the method of creating a temporary halt during program execution and allows 
peripheral devices to access the microprocessor. The microprocessor responds to that interrupt with 
an ISR (Interrupt Service Routine), which is a short program to instruct the microprocessor on how 
to handle the interrupt. 

5. What are the string manipulations instructions present in 8086? (Nov-Dec 2018) 

 MOVSB/MOVSW  
 LODSB / LODSW 
 STOSB / STOSW 
 CMPSB / CMPSW  
 SCASB / SCASW 

6. List the various addressing modes of 8086. (Apr-May 2018) 

 Immediate Addressing Mode  
 Register Addressing Mode  
 Direct Addressing Mode  
 Register Indirect Addressing Mode  
 Based & Indexed register Addressing Mode  
 Register relative addressing Mode 
 Based & Indexed register relative Addressing Mode 
 Strings Addressing Mode 

7. Define stack pointer. (Apr-May 2018) 

        Stack pointer is used to hold the address of the top of stack. 

8. What are the difference between Procedures and Macros? (Nov-Dec 2017) 
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S. No Procedure Macro 

1 
Accessed by CALL and RET 
mechanism 

Accessed during assembly with name 

2 
Machine code for the instructions are 
stored in memory once 

Machine codes are generated for the 
instructions in the macro each time it is called 

3 
Parameters are passed in registers, 
memory location or stack 

Parameters are passed as a part of statement 
which is called as macro. 

 

9. List the modes of operation in 8086. (Nov-Dec 2017) 

 Minimum Mode (Control signal generated within Microprocessor) 
 Maximum Mode (Control signal generated outside of Microprocessor) 

10. The offset address of a data is (341B)H and the data segment register value is (123A)H. What is 
the physical address of the data? (Apr-May 2017) 

Offset address = (341B)H 
Data segment = (123A)H 

             Physical Address = starting address of segment * 10H + Offset address 
         = (123A)H *10H + (341B)H 

                                          =(123A0)H + (341B)H 

                                          = (157BB)H 

11. List the segment register of 8086. (Apr-May 2017, Nov-Dec 2016) 

 Code Segment Register 
 Data Segment Register 
 Stack Segment Register 
 Extra Segment Register 

12. Define stack. (Apr-May 2016) 

              The stack is a block of memory that may be used for temporarily storing the contents of the 
registers inside the CPU. It is a top-down data structure whose elements are accessed using the stack 
pointer (SP) which gets decremented by two as we store a data word into the stack and gets 
incremented by two as we retrieve a data word from the stack back to the CPU register. 

13. List flags of 8086 microprocessor. (Apr-May 2016, Nov-Dec 2016) 

 Status flag 
 Parity flag 
 Carry flag 
 Auxiliary carry flag 
 Sign flag 
 Zero flag 
 Overflow flag 

 Control flag 
 Direction flag 
 Interrupt enable flag 
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 Trap flag 

14. Identify the addressing modes in the following instructions  

i. AND AL, BL         ii. SUB AL, 24H      iii. MOV AL, [BP]        iv. MOV AL, [BX+7] 

i. AND AL, BL –  Register addressing mode  
ii. SUB AL, 24H –  Immediate addressing mode  

iii. MOV AL, [BP] – Register Indirect addressing mode  
iv. MOV AL, [BX+7] - Register relative addressing mode 

15. Give any four miscellaneous instructions in 16 bit processor. 

 CLC (Clear the carry flag) 
 STC (Set the carry flag) 
 CMC (Complement the carry flag) 
 CLD (Clear the direction flag) 
 STD (Set the direction flag) 

16. List out some functions of BIU.  

 Reset the Queue 
 Fetches the instruction from the new address 
 Pass the instruction to the EU 
 Begins refilling the queue from new location. 

17. List the advantages of using segment registers in 8086.  

 Data corruption is very less. 
 Multiple user use at a time.  

18. Mention the types of Instruction set used in 8086.  

 Data Transfer Instruction 
 Arithmetic Instruction 
 Bit Manipulation Instruction 
 String Instruction 
 Program Control Transfer Instruction 
 Miscellaneous Instruction  

19. What are the flag manipulation instructions of 8086? 

 LAHF: Load AH from low byte of flag register. 
 SAHF : Store AH to low byte of flag register 
 PUSHF: Push content of flag to the stack. 
 POPF: Pop content of stack and load it in the flag register. 

20. List any four unconditional branch instructions of 8086. 

 CALL 
 JMP 
 RET 
 LOOP 

21. List the 8086 instructions used for BCD operations. 
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 DAA : Decimal Adjust Accumulator after addition 
 DAS : Decimal Adjust Accumulator after subtraction 

22. Define assembler directives. 

          There are some instructions in the assembly language program which are not a part of 
processor instruction set. These are instructions to assembler and are referred as pseudo operations 
or assembler directives. 

23. Define microprocessor. Mention the clock frequency of 8086. 

             A microprocessor is a multipurpose, programmable, clock-driven, register –based electronic 
device that reads binary instructions from a storage device called memory. Accepts binary data as 
input and processes data according to instructions, and provides result as output. The clock 
frequency of 8086 is 5MHZ. 

24. What are the different types of interrupt available in 8086? 

 Software Interrupt ( INTR & NMI) 
 Hardware Interrupt (INT n, INTO & Divide by zero) 
 Single step Interrupt 

25. For 8086 microprocessor, the contents of the registers are, CS = 2001H, SS = 6046H, IP = 
2456H, SP = 2200H. Calculate the corresponding physical addresses for the addressed byte in                              
a. CS                             b. SS 

a. CS = (2001)H 
    IP = (2456)H 

                Physical Address = starting address of segment * 10H + Offset address 
         = (2001)H *10H + (2456)H 

                                          =(20010)H + (2456)H 

                                          = (22466)H  

b. SS = (6046)H 
    SP = (2200)H 

                Physical Address = starting address of segment * 10H + Offset address 
         = (6046)H *10H + (2200)H 

                                          =(60460)H + (2200)H 

                                          = (62660)H  

PART – B Question 
 

1. With neat block diagram, explain the architecture of 8086 Microprocessor.                    
(Apr-May 2019, Nov-Dec 2017, Apr-May 2018, Apr-May 2017, Nov-Dec 2017, Nov-
Dec 2016) 

2. What is interrupt and interrupt routine. Explain the interrupt sequence for 8086 
Microprocessor and interrupt pointers. (Apr-May 2019, Apr-May 2018, Nov-Dec 2017, 
Apr-May 2017, Apr-May 2016) 

3. For 8086 microprocessor what are the instruction set and assembler directives? 
(Nov-Dec 2018) 

4. Explain the various addressing modes of 8086microprocessor. (Nov-Dec 2018, Nov-Dec 
2016) 
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5. i. Explain the data transfer, arithmetic and branch instruction with examples.                                                                                            
(9)  (Apr-May 2016) 
ii. Write an ALP to find the sum of numbers in an array of 10 elements.                                                                                                              
(7)     

6. Explain the different Assembler directives in 8086 with examples. 

7. Write an ALP to sort out any given 10 numbers in ascending and descending order. 

8. Write an ALP to search the largest and smallest number in an array. 

9. Explain the instruction set of 8086 (i) Data transfer instructions (ii) Arithmetic instructions 
(iii) Flag manipulation instructions. 

10. Explain the instruction set of 8086 (i) Logical instructions (ii) Shift & Rotate instructions                   
(iii) String & Processor control instructions. 

 PART – C Question 
1. Write an ALP to sort out any given 10 numbers in ascending and descending order. 

2. Write an ALP to search the largest and smallest number in an array. 

3. With neat block diagram, explain the architecture of 8086 Microprocessor. 

4. With example explain the instruction set of 8086 microprocessor. 

5. i. Find the status of the CF and ZF flags after the execution of each of the following set of 
instructions. Given that AX = 4160H. 
a. ADD AX, 9034H                     b. CMP AX, 0B08H 
c. XOR AL, AL                           d. MOV AL, 34H 
ii. Write a program for 8086 microprocessor that multiply two bytes and stores the result in 
memory. 

 
 

Unit -2 (8086 System Bus Structure)  

 PART – A  Question & Answer 

1. Give the advantage of loosely coupled system over the tightly coupled system. (Apr-May 2019) 

 More number of CPUs can be added in a loosely coupled system to improve the system 
performance. 

 The system structure is modular and hence easy to maintain and troubleshoot. 
 A fault in a single module does not lead to a complete system breakdown. 
 Due to the independent processing modules used in the system, it is more faults -tolerant. 
 More suitable to parallel applications due to its modular organization. 

2. Define system bus. (Nov-Dec 2018, Nov-Dec 2016) 

             The system bus is a pathway composed of cables and connectors used to carry data between 
a computer microprocessor and the main memory. The bus provides a communication path for the 
data and control signals moving between the major components of the computer system. The system 
bus works by combining the functions of the three main buses: namely data, address and control 
buses. Each of the three buses has its separate characteristics and responsibilities. 

3. What is meant by co-processor? (Nov-Dec 2018) 
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